FAMiliARiSATION ANSWER SHEET - VERBAL ReasoniNG 3

Pupil's Name  
School Name  

UNiQUE PUPiL NUMBEr  
SCHOOL NUMBEr  

DATE OF TEST  
Day  Month  Year  

DATE OF BIRTH  
Day  Month  Year  

Please mark boxes with a thin horizontal line like this ==. 

EXAMPLE  
The film film ended ended happily happily after after all.  

1  His boss boss made made allocations allocations for for staff.  

2  The vocal vocal music music was was incredibly incredibly beautiful.  

3  She dived dived elegantly elegantly into into the the pool.  

4  The delayed delayed passenger passenger estimated estimated his his arrival.  

5  The tiny tiny green green boat boat sailed sailed slowly.  

6  The yard yard was was full full of of mess.  

7  Alice made made cake cake for for afternoon afternoon treats.  

EXAMPLE  
morning early late == shop  == dark  

8  approach hinder disregard think consider recommend  

9  friend relative family child pet enemy  

10  hard agile flexible stiff quick delicate  

11  aid sink reduce float support drop  

12  joy curiosity wonder sorrow  

13  release travel delay move engage seize  

14  calm chaos neat quiet order  

15  disastrous outrageous exciting perplexing serious  

EXAMPLE  

16  403  404  417  419  445  

17  432  504  528  574  576  

18  27  31  33  34  37  

19  10  12  14  16  18  

20  2  3  4  6  9  

21  40  41  42  43  44  

22  1459  2187  2916  3645  4374  

23  8  9  11  13  15  

EXAMPLE  

24  ATE  BOO  ERR  ATE  EAR  

25  ACT  RAN  MAT  ATE  LAW  

26  ARE  TEE  ILL  LAW  EAR  

27  RAP  LAP  ILL  AIM  EAR  

28  ARE  YOU  AIR  ANY  OUR  

29  RAN  TEA  WIN  TAR  WON  

30  OUR  RAT  BEE  SIT  MEN  

31  TIN  SEA  MET  PIT  BUT  

EXAMPLE  

32  XH  ZU  DA  AP  GZ  WB  

33  HO  YZ  ZP  WB  QY  QA  

34  AU  XZ  KL  WZ  VA  MI  

35  ZO  KN  GB  XB  WV  TP  

36  HN  AL  XB  WB  UH  

37  ZU  YZ  KL  WB  QY  QA  

38  HO  XZ  KN  WZ  VA  MI  
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